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On Sociology Numbers Narratives And The Integration Of Research And Theory
The Palgrave Handbook of the History of Human Sciences offers a uniquely comprehensive and global overview of the evolution of ideas, concepts and policies within the human sciences. Drawn from histories
of the social and psychological sciences, anthropology, the history and philosophy of science, and the history of ideas, this collection analyses the health and welfare of populations, evidence of the changing
nature of our local communities, cities, societies or global movements, and studies the way our humanness or ‘human nature’ undergoes shifts because of broader technological shifts or patterns of living. This
Handbook serves as an authoritative reference to a vast source of representative scholarly work in interdisciplinary fields, a means of understanding patterns of social change and the conduct of institutions, as
well as the histories of these ‘ways of knowing’ probe the contexts, circumstances and conditions which underpin continuity and change in the way we count, analyse and understand ourselves in our different
social worlds. It reflects a critical scholarly interest in both traditional and emerging concerns on the relations between the biological and social sciences, and between these and changes and continuities in
societies and conducts, as 21st century research moves into new intellectual and geographic territories, more diverse fields and global problematics. ?
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Britain stood at the forefront of science and statistics and had a long and respected tradition of social investigation and reform. But it still did not yet have a ‘science of
society.’ When, in the early 1900s, a small band of enthusiasts got together to address this situation, the scene was set for a grand synthesis. No such synthesis ever took place and, instead, British sociology has
followed a resolutely non-statistical path. Sociology and Statistics in Britain, 1833-1979 investigates how this curious situation came about and attempts to explain it from an historical perspective. It uncovers
the prevalence of a deep and instinctive distrust within British sociology of the statistical methodology and mindset, resulting in a mix of quiet indifference and active hostility, which has persisted from its
beginnings right up to the present day. While British sociology has thrived institutionally since the post-war expansion of higher education, this book asks whether or not it is poorer for having failed to
recognise that statistics provides the foundations for the scientific study of society and for having missed opportunities to build upon those foundations. Ultimately, this important, revealing and timely book is
about British sociology’s refusal to come to grips with a modern scientific way of thinking which no discipline that aspires to an effective study of society can afford to ignore.
This volume constitutes a sustained effort by prominent sociologists and other social scientists to assess the current standing of sociology. It is a stocktaking of the unique nature of sociology in the light of
advances within the discipline itself and within a range of neighbouring disciplines.
Sample Text
Methodology and American Ethos
The Social Sciences in the Making of Europe
Essential Concepts in Sociology
Principles and Practices
Social Sequence Analysis
A Short Introduction
Stratification in Higher Education
Case Study Research: Principles and Practices aims to provide a general understanding of the case study method as well as specific tools for its successful implementation. These tools can
be utilized in all fields where the case study method is prominent, including business, anthropology, communications, economics, education, medicine, political science, social work, and
sociology. Topics include the definition of a 'case study,' the strengths and weaknesses of this distinctive method, strategies for choosing cases, an experimental template for understanding
research design, and the role of singular observations in case study research. It is argued that a diversity of approaches - experimental, observational, qualitative, quantitative, ethnographic may be successfully integrated into case study research. This book breaks down traditional boundaries between qualitative and quantitative, experimental and nonexperimental, positivist and
interpretivist.
A comparative study of political attitudes across social classes, examining what accounts for such differences in opinion and determining whether these differences change over time
The book offers an in-depth analysis of several important theories of social class and stratification, both past and present. This critique is underpinned by a single, coherent analytic framework
organised around the notion of ownership. This original approach allows the book to offer alternative treatments of the issues dealt with by the thinkers discussed here. The central argument
here is that there are only two classical theories of social class, namely those developed by Marx and Weber, and this clear systematisation of the main attributes of approaches to class and
stratification makes it possible to see that many theories traditionally considered as class ones refer, in fact, to social stratification.
This is the first-ever critical history of sociology in Britain, written by one of the world's leading scholars in the field. Renowned British sociologist, A. H. Halsey, presents a vivid and
authoritative picture of the neglect, expansion, fragmentation, and explosion of the discipline during the past century. He is well equipped to write the story, having lived through most of it and
having taught and researched in Britain, the USA, and Europe. The story begins with L.T. Hobhouse's election to the first chair in sociology in London in 1907, but traces earlier origins of the
discipline to Scotland and the English provinces. There is a lively account of the nineteenth-century battles between literature and science for the possession of the third culture of social
studies, setting the context for a narrative history of rapid expansion in the second half of the twentieth century. LSE had a virtual monopoly before World War II. The educational establishment
of Oxford and Cambridge opposed its introduction into the undergraduate curriculum. Only the expansion of sociology to the Scottish, Welsh, provincial, and 'new' universities after the Robbins
Report of 1963 brought reluctant acceptance of the subject to Oxford and Cambridge. The student troubles of 1968 are then described and the subsequent doubts, confrontations, and cuts of
the 1970s and 80s. Then, paradoxically by a Conservative Government, there was a new university expansion incorporating polytechnics and other colleges, with a consequent doubling of
both staff and students in the 1990s. Yet the end of the century left sociology riven by intellectual conflict. It had survived the Marxist subversions of the 70s and the feminist invasion. Yet the
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renewed challenges of various forms of relativism (especially enthno-methodology and post-modernism) still threatened, and at root the war was, as it began, between a scientific quantifying
and explanatory subject and a literary, interpretative set of cultural studies.
The General Sociology of Harrison C. White
The Annals of the International Institute of Sociology – Volume 11
Class and Attitudes in Comparative Perspective
Numbers, Narratives, and the Integration of Research and Theory
Knowledge, Interdependence, Power, Process
The New Blackwell Companion to Medical Sociology
The Peculiarities of Social Class and Ethnicity

Social life is in a constant process of change, and sociology cannot afford to stand still. Sociology today is theoretically diverse, covers a huge range of subjects and draws on a
broad array of research methods. Central to this endeavour is the use of core concepts and ideas which allow sociologists to make sense of societies, though our understanding of
these concepts is constantly evolving and changing. This clear and jargon-free book introduces a careful selection of essential concepts that have helped to shape sociology, and
others that continue to do so. Going beyond brief, dictionary-style definitions, Anthony Giddens and Philip W. Sutton provide an extended discussion of each concept which sets it
into historical and theoretical context, explores its main meanings in use, introduces some relevant criticisms, and points readers to its ongoing development in contemporary
research and theorizing. Organized in ten thematic sections, the book offers a portrait of sociology through its essential concepts ranging from capitalism, identity and deviance to
citizenship, the environment and intersectionality. It will be essential reading for all those new to sociology, as well as those seeking a reliable route map for a rapidly changing
world.
Analytical sociology is a strategy for understanding the social world. It is concerned with explaining important social facts such as network structures, patterns of residential
segregation, typical beliefs, cultural tastes, and common ways of acting. It explains such facts by detailing in clear and precise ways the mechanisms through which the social facts
were brought about. Making sense of the relationship between micro and macro thus is one of the central concerns of analytical sociology. The approach is a contemporary
incarnation of Robert K. Merton's notion of middle-range theory and presents a vision of sociological theory as a tool-box of semi-general theories each of which is adequate for
explaining certain types of phenomena. The Handbook brings together some of the most prominent sociologists in the world. Some of the chapters focus on action and interaction
as the cogs and wheels of social processes, while others consider the dynamic social processes that these actions and interactions bring about.
An authoritative, topical, and comprehensive reference to the key concepts and most important traditional and contemporary issues in medical sociology. Contains 35 chapters by
recognized experts in the field, both established and rising young scholars Covers standard topics in the field as well as new and engaging issues such as bioterrorism, bioethics,
and infectious disease Chapters are thematically arranged to cover the major issues of the sub-discipline Global range of contributors and an international perspective
Making Sense of Statistical Methods in Social Research is a critical introduction to the use of statistical methods in social research. It provides a unique approach to statistics that
concentrates on helping social researchers think about the conceptual basis for the statistical methods they're using. Whereas other statistical methods books instruct students in
how to get through the statistics-based elements of their chosen course with as little mathematical knowledge as possible, this book aims to improve students' statistical literacy,
with the ultimate goal of turning them into competent researchers. Making Sense of Statistical Methods in Social Research contains careful discussion of the conceptual
foundation of statistical methods, specifying what questions they can, or cannot, answer. The logic of each statistical method or procedure is explained, drawing on the historical
development of the method, existing publications that apply the method, and methodological discussions. Statistical techniques and procedures are presented not for the purpose
of showing how to produce statistics with certain software packages, but as a way of illuminating the underlying logic behind the symbols. The limited statistical knowledge that
students gain from straight forward 'how-to' books makes it very hard for students to move beyond introductory statistics courses to postgraduate study and research. This book
should help to bridge this gap.
On Sociology
On Capitalism
Sociology and Statistics in Britain, 1833–1979
From Marx to Warner
The Moral Economy of Class
A Treatise on Christian Statecraft
Sociological Perspectives on Labor Markets

In the face of complex, interwoven, planet-scale problems, many cite the need for more integrated knowledge—especially across the natural and
social sciences. Excessive specialization, they argue, gets in the way of knowing what we know, much less being able to use it to address
urgent socio-environmental crises. These concerns, it turns out, go back centuries. This book picks up where most leave off, exploring the
history of how we got here and proposing a way forward. Along the way, readers find that the synthesis long called for depends on theoretical
advancements in social science. Fortunately, the author argues, we have everything we need to achieve those advancements, thanks largely to
the contributions of Norbert Elias. Integrating his insights with history, science, sociological theory, and more, this book neatly packages
the upgraded paradigm we need to be able to meaningfully address complex socio-environmental problems and more intentionally shape humanity’s
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collective future.
Nowadays, event history analysis can draw on a well-established set of statistical tools for the description and causal analysis of event
history data. The second edition of Event History Analysis with Stata provides an updated introduction to event history modeling, along with
many instructive Stata examples. Using the latest Stata software, each of these practical examples develops a research question, refers to
useful substantive background information, gives a short exposition of the underlying statistical concepts, describes the organization of the
input data and the application of the statistical Stata procedures, and assists the reader in performing a substantive interpretation of the
obtained results. Emphasising the strengths and limitations of event history model techniques in each field of application, this book
demonstrates that event history models provide a useful approach with which to uncover causal relationships or to map out a system of causal
relations. It demonstrates how long-term processes can be studied and how changing context information on the micro, meso, and macro levels
can be integrated easily into a dynamic analysis of longitudinal data. Event History Analysis with Stata is an invaluable resource for both
novice students and researchers who need an introductory textbook and experienced researchers (from sociology, economics, political science,
pedagogy, psychology, or demography) who are looking for a practical handbook for their research.
This book presents conceptual tools and theoretical perspectives that can be used to sociologically analyze labour markets in modern
capitalist societies. It makes use of the rich heritage of sociological thinking and draws on the classical work of Marx, Weber and Durkheim
as well as structural-functionalist contributions. Contemporary sociological thinking is criticized for its tendency to exaggerate change in
labour markets while the need to consider continuity is emphasized. Conceptual tools and perspectives are applied based on concrete
phenomena, as the author combines abstract theoretical reasoning with theoretically founded reflections on actual labour market developments.
One of the world's leading sociologists presents for the first time his comprehensive view of the aims and tools of modern sociology. The
book will provoke debate about cogent and controversial theories of the way we understand modern industrial society.
Beyond the Knowledge Crisis
The Oxford Handbook of Analytical Sociology
Contemporary narratives on sociological thought and practice
Has Sociology Progressed?
Class and Stratification Under Scrutiny
A Synthesis Framework for Socio-Environmental Studies and Guide to Social Change
A Sociology of Knowledge of European Integration
What is sociology? Why is it important? Sociologists’ Tales is the first book to offer a unique window into the thoughts and experiences of
key UK sociologists from different generations, many internationally recognised, asking what sociology means to them. It reveals the changing
context of sociology and how this has shaped their practice. Providing a valuable insight into why sociology is so fascinating, it gives
advice to those wanting to study or develop a career in sociology reflecting on why the contributors chose their career, how they have
managed to do it and what advice they would offer the next generation. This unique volume provides an understanding of sociology and its
importance, and will have wide appeal among students, young sociologists thinking about their future and professional sociologists alike.
The Routledge Handbook of European Sociology explores the main aspects of the work and scholarship of European sociologists during the last
sixty years (1950-2010), a period that has shaped the methods and identity of the sociological craft. European social theory has produced a
vast constellation of theoretical landscapes with a far reaching impact. At the same time there has been diversity and fragmentation, the
influence of American sociology, and the effect of social practice and transformations. The guiding question is: does European Sociology
really exist today, and if the answer is positive, what does this really mean? Divided into four parts, the Handbook investigates:
intellectual and institutional settings regional variations thematic variations European concerns. The Handbook will provides a set of stateof-the-art accounts that break new ground, each contribution teasing out the distinctively European features of the sociological theme it
explores. It will be of interest to students and scholars across the social sciences and humanities.
Qualifying post-Westphalian sovereign statehood as a ‘power’ as argued for in Hendrik Berkhoff’s political theology, this book addresses the
decades-long theological-spiritual debate between Christian realism and Christian pacifism in U.S. foreign policy and global Christian
circles. It approaches the debate by delving into the pacifist Anabaptist political theology and delineates empirically how sovereign
statehood in post-colonial Africa and Asia has fallen into the hands of the devil Satan, as a ‘fallen power’ in the Foucaultian terms of
power structures, techniques and episteme. While the book offers intervention schemes and options, it holds that Christian statecraft remains
the source of hope to effectively address a number of serious global issues. By extension, the book is thus an invitation to ignite debates
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on the suitability of Christian statecraft and the nexus between spirituality and world politics, making it especially interesting for
scholars and students in the fields of International Politics, Politics of Asian and African States, Post-colonial Studies and Political
Theology.
A comparative analysis of the political attitudes, values, aspirations, and identities of citizens in advanced industrial societies, this
book focusses on the different ways in which social policies and national politics affect personal opinions on justice, political
responsibility, and the overall trustworthiness of politicians.
A Comparative Study
Towards a Better Understanding of the Human World
Science, Literature, and Society
21st Century Sociology: A Reference Handbook
British Sociology Seen from Without and Within
Introductory Readings
Sociologists' Tales
This book addresses the important but understudied question of how social scientific knowledge is entangled in the process of European integration. More specifically, it provides
the first systematic introduction to a sociology of knowledge approach to European integration and demonstrates the value of such an approach through empirical illustrations.
Drawing on new research in the intersection of sociology of knowledge and political sociology, the book is the first to analyse the entanglement of social scientific knowledge and
the development of the EU. The book provides the first systematic mapping of the relations between social scientific knowledge and particular aspects of European integration
such as the Euro and monetary governance, constitution- and treaty-negotiation, education policy, enlargement and external relations. The book imports key ideas from the
sociology of knowledge, sociology of science and political sociology to cast new light on the field of EU studies and its relation to the EU. The result is a fresh account of European
integration, shaped – in often surprising ways – by relatively small groups of people and their particular ideas about economy, law, culture and politics. This book was published as
a special issue of the Journal of European Integration.
1. Introduction, W G Runciman The View from Within 2. The History of Sociology in Britain, A H Halsey 3. What Should be Done About the History of Sociology?, Jennifer Platt 4.
Sociology in Briatin in the Twentieth Century: Differentiation and Establishment, Martin Bulmer The View from Without 5. Sociology and Social History: Partnership, Rivalry, or
Mutual Incomprehension?, Roderick Floud and Pat Thane 6. Not Really a View from Without: the Relations of Social Anthropology and Sociology, J D Y Peel 7. Demography's British
History and its Relation to Sociology, John Ermisch The View from Abroad 8. The View from a French Sociologist, Dominique Schnapper 9. A View from Sweden, Robert Erikson 10.
A View from Europe, Colin Crouch 11. Some General Remarks, John Scott.
This book endeavours to bring the sociology of Elias to a new and wider audience through offering accessible explanations of some of his key ideas.
Artwell Cain analyses the factors that have been conducive to the upward mobility of ethnic minorities in The Netherlands. Because this topic has not been studied, Cain's
research has great relevance for both policy makers and social scientists. Moreover, the study adopts a distinctive perspective by focussing on the factors that have generated
the professional success of ethnic minorities. Cain's study scrutinises the theoretical debate on class and ethnicity and its relevance for processes of upward social mobility. At the
same time it is grounded in empirical research, taking class analysis as its theoretical point of departure and investigating what the influence of factors as higher educational
level, talent, attitude and hard work in addition to other factors such as social class, ethnicity, gender and racial discrimination were part of the upward mobility processes of
ethnic minorities. Cain also looks at the role of diversity policy in the organisations in which the respondents are employed and inquires whether this policy affected their chances
for upward mobility. Among the features taken into consideration are the distance travelled between the respondents' social class origins and their present social position; their
ethnic identification which colours their social networks and subsequently the effectiveness of these networks and their unique perspective on exclusionary factors in
organisations.
Discerning the Powers in Post-Colonial Africa and Asia
Handbook of Research on Advanced Research Methodologies for a Digital Society
Routledge Handbook of European Sociology
Sociology
Case Study Research
Making Sense of Statistical Methods in Social Research
Handbook of Classical Sociological Theory

Looking back over the last 60 years of sociology in the UK, this book addresses the question of progress in the discipline. Campbell's
critical and autobiographical reflections offer fresh insights into the history of sociology, and engages with the notion of academic
reputation, how it is measured, and what it can tell us about scholarly progress. Has Sociology Progressed? will be of special interest to
all sociologists and would-be sociologists interested in the past, present and future of their discipline, as well as scholars contemplating
academic progress and motivation in general.
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This is Sociology is an engaging, concise introduction to the key concepts used for studying social life. It covers a diverse range of
theorists from the rich history of sociology and shows how thinking sociologically can help us understand our lives, the groups we are part
of, and the rapid social changes and inequalities that shape contemporary societies. Key features: Uses compelling international examples and
a range of theoretical perspectives from across the world, including theorists that have often been omitted from the established sociological
canon. Covers topics such as globalization, culture, gender, race, and class. Introduces the latest approaches emerging from efforts to build
an inclusive global sociology, one that moves beyond a Eurocentric perspective and is equipped for the challenges of the 21st Century. The
book is essential reading for anyone new to studying sociology and is supported by a wide range of podcasts, videos, and discussion
questions.
This book presents a set theoretical approach to sociological research. It revisits existing sociological approaches and discusses their
limitations, before suggesting an alternative. While the existing canonical approaches of Positivism, Conflictualism, and Pragmatism are
based on biology, history, and physics, respectively, the set theoretical approach is based on mathematics. Utilising its philosophical
exploration delineated by Alain Badiou, the book further translates his work into the field of social science. The result of this translation
is termed Multiplitism, which evades the limiting contradictions of existing approaches. Drawing on the mathematical notion of ‘set’ and
relating it to recent sociological turns such as the relational and the ontological, the book proposes a scale-relativity through which the
researcher (as subject) and the researched (as object) are integrated. The book will be of interest to social scientists, particularly social
theorists and advanced level students.
21st Century Sociology: A Reference Handbook provides a concise forum through which the vast array of knowledge accumulated, particularly
during the past three decades, can be organized into a single definitive resource. The two volumes of this Reference Handbook focus on the
corpus of knowledge garnered in traditional areas of sociological inquiry, as well as document the general orientation of the newer and
currently emerging areas of sociological inquiry.
Social Mobility of Ethnic Minorities in the Netherlands
Norbert Elias and Modern Sociology
Frontiers of Sociology
The Social Thought of Talcott Parsons
Event History Analysis With Stata
Reflections of an Accidental Academic
Foundations of Sociology

Social Sequence Analysis is a comprehensive guide to analytic methods that brings together foundational, theoretical and
methodological work on social sequences.
The mass expansion of higher education is one of the most important social transformations of the second half of the twentieth
century. In this book, scholars from 15 countries, representing Western and Eastern Europe, East Asia, Israel, Australia, and the
United States, assess the links between this expansion and inequality in the national context. Contrary to most expectations, the
authors show that as access to higher education expands, all social classes benefit. Neither greater diversification nor
privatization in higher education results in greater inequality. In some cases, especially where the most advantaged already have
significant access to higher education, opportunities increase most for persons from disadvantaged origins. Also, during the late
twentieth century, opportunities for women increased faster than those for men. Offering a new spin on conventional wisdom, this
book shows how all social classes benefit from the expansion of higher education.
A strong emphasis has been placed on creating a productive mixture of classic and contemporary readings which is highly readable
and lively, yet remains challenging. Whilst particularly useful as a companion to the sixth edition of Giddensʹs Sociology, the
reader is designed for use independently or alongside other textbooks. The reader maintains the distinctive approach which
Sociology pioneered: strongly comparative and historically informed, it stresses the influence of globalizing trends in social
life. The carefully selected readings range from studies of face-to-face interaction through to the analysis of large-scale global
systems, and cover sociological theories of society as well as research methods. Amongst the new selections in this volume are
readings on the Internet and virtual communities, the impact of ecological thinking and climate change on social science,
offshoring and the future of work, global cities, patriarchy and shifting gender relations, intersecting social inequalities, the
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idea and practice of restorative justice, new forms of cybercrime, war, terrorism and the prospects for a global cosmopolitan
democracy. The readings are arranged in ten thematic sections and each section is preceded by a summary in order to facilitate
studentsʹ comprehension and critical reflection. The result is an exciting new text that encompasses the major themes and debates
in both classical and contemporary sociology. Sociology: Introductory Readings will be an essential resource for anyone who wishes
to engage with the scope of sociological thought today. -- Back cover.
Sociological Realism presents a clear and updated discussion of the main tenets and issues of social theory, written by some of
the top scholars within the critical realist and relational approach. It connects such approaches systematically to other strands
of thought that are central in contemporary sociology, like systems theory and rational choice theory. Divided into three parts,
social ontology, sociological theory, and methodology, each part includes a systematic presentation, a comment, and a wider
discussion by the editors, thereby taking on the form of a dialogue among experts. This book is a uniquely blended and consistent
conversation showing the convergence of European social theory on a critical realist and relational way of thinking. This volume
is extremely important both for teaching purposes and for all those scholars who wish to get a fresh perspective on some deep
dynamics of contemporary sociology.
New Research and Revaluation
Sociological Realism
2nd Edition
Multiplitism
Comparative Historical Analysis in the Social Sciences
The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Politics
The Palgrave Handbook of the History of Human Sciences
The Social Thought of Talcott Parsons offers an insightful new reading of the work of Talcott Parsons, keeping in view at once the
important influences of Max Weber on his sociology and the central place occupied by methodology - which enables us to better
understand the relationship between American and European social theory. Revealing American democracy and its nemesis, National
Socialism in Germany as the basis of his theory of society, this book explores the debates in which Parsons was engaged throughout his
life, with the Frankfurt School, C. Wright Mills and the young radicals among the "disobedient" student generation, as well as economism
and utilitarianism in social theory; the opponents that Parsons confronted in the interests of humanism. In addition to revisiting Parsons'
extensive oeuvre, Uta Gerhardt takes up themes in current research and theory - including social inequality, civic culture, and
globalization - offering a fascinating demonstration of what the conceptual approaches of Parsons can accomplish today. Revealing
methodology and the American ethos to be the cornerstones of Parsons' social thought, this book will appeal not only to those with
interests in classical sociology - and who wish to fully understand what this 'classic' has to offer - but also to those who wish to make
sociology answer to the problems of the society of the present.
Doing research is an ever-changing challenge for social scientists. This challenge is harder than ever today as current societies are
changing quickly and in many, sometimes conflicting, directions. Social phenomena, personal interactions, and formal and informal
relationships are becoming more borderless and disconnected from the anchors of the offline “reality.” These dynamics are heavily
marking our time and are suggesting evolutionary challenges in the ways we know, interpret, and analyze the world. Internet and
computer-mediated communication (CMC) is being incorporated into every aspect of daily life, and social life has been deeply penetrated
by the internet. This is due to recent technological developments that increase the scope and range of online social spaces and the forms
and time of participation such as Web 2.0, which widened the opportunities for user-generated content, the emergence of an “internet of
things,” and of ubiquitous mobile devices that make it possible to always be connected. This implies an adjustment to epistemological and
methodological stances for conducting social research and an adaption of traditional social research methods to the specificities of online
interactions in the digital society. The Handbook of Research on Advanced Research Methodologies for a Digital Society covers the
different strands of methods most affected by the change in a digital society and develops a broader theoretical reflection on the future of
social research in its challenge to always be fitting, suitable, adaptable, and pertinent to the society to be studied. The chapters are geared
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towards unlocking the future frontiers and potential for social research in the digital society. They include theoretical, epistemological,
and ontological reflections about the digital research methods as well as innovative methods and tools to collect, analyze, and interpret
data. This book is ideal for social scientists, practitioners, librarians, researchers, academicians, and students interested in social research
methodology and its developments in the digital scenario.
For many years, the history of British Sociology has been a neglected area of study among sociologists. In more recent times, there are
signs of a growing curiosity among British sociologists about their subject’s origins and development. This collection sets out both to
encourage and satisfy that curiosity while recognising the value of history as a teaching tool that can be used to inspire young sociology
students and furnish them with a deeper understanding of the development of British sociology. The volume contains essays by
distinguished sociologists and historians who discuss British sociology’s controversial origins, the neglected legacies of several individuals
and institutions, the history of how the discipline was taught in the UK throughout the twentieth century, and its peculiar relationships
with statistics and the humanities. The History of Sociology in Britain reveals the distinct character of British sociology through the
course of its historical evolution. It is an original contribution and valuable addition to the field which intersects with historiography,
epistemology and literature.
This book argues that the foundations of sociology - key concepts which are necessary to all sociology, from whatever perspective - have
become taken-for-granted and require re-assessment. Focusing on society, culture, the individual, and collectivity, the author builds a
powerful case for an overhaul of these basic concepts, offering a unified model of the subject matter of sociology as 'the human world' understood as individual, interactional and institutional orders - which is part of the 'natural world'. Written in a straightforward and
accessible style, this is a powerful restatement of the value of sociological sense as a necessary critique of common sense, and its
relevance to an audience far beyond academia.
The History of Sociology in Britain
A History of Sociology in Britain
Institutions, Social Cleavages, and Orientations
This is Sociology
Set Theory and Sociology
Chaos and Order in Networks
The Political Sociology of the Welfare State
The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Politics offers a critical survey of the field of empirical political science through the collection of a set of chapters written by 48 top scholars in the discipline of
comparative politics
Harrison C. White is one of American sociology's pre-eminent thinkers, yet until now his endeavour to develop a general theoretical perspective on the basis of social network analysis has remained
largely unexamined. This book opens out for the first time White's contribution to those interested generally in his social network approach, but daunted by the complexity and mathematical modelling
often employed in his published work. Special attention is paid to White's model of production markets, as an application of his general sociology. The book draws on interview material with White
himself, as well as with several of his past students.
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